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CHICAGO FIRE FC DEFEATS PHILADELPHIA UNION 1-0 ON
WEDNESDAY AT SOLDIER FIELD

Midfielder Federico Navarro scored his first goal of the 2022 season, earning Heineken Man of the Match
honors.
In the back, 18-year-old goalkeeper Gabriel Slonina started for the 17th time this season. Slonina has
seven clean sheets to his name so far this season, and 11 in his career.
The Chicago Fire defense has kept a clean sheet in seven of their 17 games this season, second only to
New York City FC, who has eight.
Midfielder Xherdan Shaqiri made his first start for the Fire since May 28, having been cleared to return
following an injury picked up while away with the Switzerland Men's National Team during the June
international window.
Along the back line, Andre Reynolds II started his first-ever MLS regular season match in what will be his
fourth appearance of the year. Reynolds has previously started for the Fire first team in Leagues Cup
and the U.S. Open Cup.

Chicago Fire FC (4-8-5, 17 points) earned a second consecutive home victory, defeating Eastern
Conference leaders Philadelphia Union (7-2-8, 29 points) 1-0 at Soldier Field on Wednesday night as the
club celebrated Pride Night . Fire midfielder Federico Navarro scored his first goal of the season and
goalkeeper Gaga Slonina earned his seventh clean sheet of 2022.
Chicago held their ground in the first half, holding 61.9 percent of the possession and completing 74 passes
in the final third. The first clear chance of the night came in just the ninth minute, when Xherdan Shaqiri sent
a pass that Rafael Czichos headed just wide of the goal.
Philadelphia came out in the second half firing on all cylinders, but Gaga Slonina was up to the task, saving a
goal off the line in the 47th minute. Philadelphia crossed in a ball that Cory Burke headed powerfully on
target but Slonina deflected his shot enough to hit the post. The ball bounced toward the goal but never
crossed the goal line. Slonina reacted quickly once again, smothering the ball before Philadelphia could get a
rebound. Slonina’s seven shutouts are second in the league, behind only New York City FC’s eight clean
sheets.
The Fire’s breakthrough came in the 68th minute, when Chris Mueller carried the ball up the right flank,
cutting around the Union outside back to keep possession before slotting it to the top of the box for Boris
Sekulić. The defender looked up and dropped the ball back to Navarro, who didn’t hesitate before blasting a
shot into the far side of the net, notching his first goal of the season and second of his MLS career.
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